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1. She Can He Can: As the founder of the Women Political Leaders Forum, can you 
explain to our readers about the work and objectives of WPL? 

Silvana Koch-Mehrin: The Women Political Leaders Global Forum (WPL) is the global network             
of female politicians. The mission of WPL is to increase both the number and the influence of                 
women in political leadership positions. To accelerate, women need three things:           
communication, connection, community. At WPL, optimising the power of communication and           
connection builds new communities of knowledge for women political leaders everywhere. WPL            
believes that progress happens by convening women political leaders who have the drive and              
the influence to create positive change. 

 

2. You have been active in politics for many years, was there a defining moment in your 
career that inspired or motivated you to create WPL? 

I have been active in politics in various forms and different positions for many years and my                 
experience has proven to me that the path to success and leadership is very different for men                 
and women, and women have to overcome extra barriers solely because they are women. It is                
based on these experiences that I have decided to establish WPL to provide a network of                
female leaders from around to world, to not only bring them together but to build a platform for                  
collaboration and networking opportunities. However, WPL is not only supporting current and            
former female leaders, but with the #Girl2Leader campaign we are trying to inspire and motivate               
young women and girls to be active in politics and thrive for who they are and be the leading                   
forces of politics, business, science and technology. 

 

3. In most countries, women are underrepresented in government, parliament and overall            
leadership positions, hence making it more difficult for girls and women to identify with              
such roles and positions. Were there moments in your career where you felt defeated and               
that you’d never get to where you wanted to be? 
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Of course, there has been so many occasions that I have been the only woman in the room and                   
that I have been undermined solely because they are women, and the ultimate goal of               
Girl2Leader and WPL is to overcome these challenges and show the girls that they belong to                
the world of politics and leadership. I would say these challenges never made me doubt myself,                
but I turned those moments to strength and more determination to achieve my goals. 

 

4. What advice would you give to girls and women who want to become involved in 
politics? 

To never give up on their dreams and do not let any obstacles stand on their way of achieving                   
those dreams! If you work hard and believe in yourself, there is nothing that can break you. It is                   
important to always learn from the role models and support each other to aim higher and work                 
towards their goals. 

 

5. If you could change one thing tomorrow in terms of gender equality, what would it be? 

I would like to see a world where girls and boys, men and women do not face barriers and                   
challenges because of their gender and that women feel that they belong to politics and to                
leadership positions. 

 

6. What has been the most challenging obstacle to overcome as a working mother? 

I believe I would face same challenges as a working father would do, being a working parent,                 
has positive and negative sides to it. The main challenge is time and having irregular hours and                 
traveling a lot of times, however, as part of my job my family and I had the chance to meet new                     
and inspiring people all the time. Further being a woman in politics, I have always tried to be a                   
role model to my daughters and show the interesting and intellectual side of my job. 

 

7. Particularly in politics, what does a gender equitable future look like to you? 

Where women and men have same opportunities and women do not face further obstacles              
solely due to their gender and the success is based on hard work rather than advantages and                 
disadvantages of each gender.  
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About Silvana Koch-Mehrin  

Silvana Koch-Mehrin is the Founder of the Women Political Leaders Global Forum (WPL), the worldwide 
network of female Politicians. In addition to her voluntary work for WPL, Silvana acts as Senior Advisor to  
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EY, and as Senior Policy Advisor to gplus Europe. She provides guidance on EU regulatory issues to 
several private and public sector entities. Silvana was a Member of the European Parliament from 
2004-2014, and Vice-President (Deputy Speaker) of the European Parliament from 2009 to 2011. She 
holds numerous honorary positions, including "Woman of the Year 2000" in Germany, Member of the 
Advisory Board of the Council of Women World Leaders (CWWL), EU Representative to the Executive 
Board of W20, and Alumni of the Young Global Leaders Network of the World Economic Forum. 
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